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As we move to the end of the school year, Hale News is always a great opportunity to 

reflect on the last two terms of the year. In January with a new variant of COVID and further 

testing taking place in school, I think it would be fair to say we started January with 

trepidation, hoping that this year would enable us to break free from further restrictions 

and allow students the opportunity to move forward with their school experience. 

Thankfully, we have been able to do this and we were not forced into further lockdowns or 

restrictions, but instead our freedoms have begun to return. 

Therefore, it is fitting that I start with the return of examinations. Students have managed 

these fantastically, despite the disruption of the last two years. Year 11 and 13 faced the 

exams with determination, despite the increased length of the exam season and having to 

get to grips with exam board information. The feedback from the students has overall been 

positive; they came out of exams saying they felt they had given their best. I know that all 

their hard work will pay off and we look forward to celebrating their results with them in 

August.  

In February, I had the pleasure of attending the Senior Production of the 39 Steps. This was 

a break from the usual musical and gave the students the challenge of delivering a comedy. 

Comedy is notoriously difficult; however, the students’ performances were amazing, 

showing real talent in timing and delivery that had audiences rolling in the aisles. We also 

held the performance for Years 7 and 8 as a matinee, which the students particularly 

enjoyed; Mr Memory became a firm favourite with Year 7. It was great to be able to have 

the production back on in school again and I am looking forward to the Junior Production at 

the end of term.  

Another welcome return to the school calendar this year was the visit to Bude. Normally 

this is solely for Year 7, but we have held the visit for 7 and 8 this year. The visit gave us all 

the memories that we remembered on a visit to Adventure in Bude, the chance to go 

surfing, bodyboarding, rock climbing, caving, canoeing, dragon boating and mountain 

boarding. For some it provided their first experience of karaoke and the fancy dress is 

always a highlight (for both staff and students). For some it was the first time they had been 

able to go away on a residential visit due to COVID, they rose to the challenge and made 

the most of the opportunities in the week. Most importantly, students were able to form 

new and stronger relationships and make memories they will have forever.  

It has also been great to see the return of the Duke of Edinburgh Award this year. Year 10 

students have been completing the award and they have been working hard on meeting all 

the requirements for this. I always enjoy hearing about their volunteering and the range of 

things that they are involved with. The final part of the award is always the expedition and 



the students have conducted themselves well on the practice and the final expedition as 

they have navigated themselves around parts of Hertfordshire backpacking while having a 

great time. Well done to everyone involved. Some of our Year 12 students are currently 

working on the Gold DofE Award and we wish them well with the expedition over the 

summer.  

One highlight this year in terms of extra-curricular involvement was the Computing Team 

who won the national Raspberry Pi competition. The students managed to get to the final, 

which was held at the National History Museum. Over the day, they met with a number of 

key figures in Industry and had to present their idea, which enabled a consumer to measure 

the number of miles a product had travelled so it could then suggest a more local 

alternative to reduce the carbon footprint. The students spent a considerable amount time 

on the project and congratulations are needed for all of them. We have entered a wide 

range of competitions this year where all the students have achieved well, for example the 

Robotics Vex Competition and the Industrial Cadets, which again demonstrates the huge 

number of opportunities available and our success in these.  

As we always do, we have had huge participation with sport. The students have really got 

themselves involved with this over the last half term. Seeing pupils head off to Athletics and 

Cricket and talking to them about the games the following day, has been a particular 

highlight for me. The football season was very successful with the seniors holding the title 

of district and county champions at the same time, a feat we have not achieved for many 

years. Our 7B team were also county champions along with our tennis U14 side. 

Congratulations to these teams. We were district champions in a whole host of sports from 

basketball, football, swimming, cross-country and have cricket left to play for. In athletics, 

we had two representatives at the English School’s competition with George Ward and Tom 

Rutter both performing well. Another successful year with sport at the school.  

Over the last two terms, we have also been able to continue to improve the school facilities 

for the students. Over the last year, we have had the sports hall being built. If you have 

visited the school you will have seen the structure appear and being completed. It is due for 

completion at the end of term ready for September. We are so looking forward to being 

able to provide the students with a brand new facility to support their learning and 

experience in sport. We have also been able to develop the security on site with new fences 

and gates being installed. We have been able to secure some funding from the DfE for a 

new roof on the D&T block which will improve this facility for the students. We will 

continue to look at how we can develop the site further to improve the facilities, so we can 

continue to improve the student experience. 



Whilst it is the end of the year, there has still been so much taking place; from Junior 

Colours to the Junior Production and the summer concert as well as the usual school 

business. We have continued to keep going right up until the end of term!   

At the end of the year, we also say goodbye to a number of staff who are leaving Hale. We 

wish them well and want to thank them for all their work at the school.  

Mr Davis – Physics 

Mr Rudling – Maths 

Ms Parsons - Science 

Ms Hudson – MFL 

Ms Hocking – SENCO 

Mr Symeou – D&T  

Mr Wood – Chemistry 

Miss Charles – History and Politics 

Mrs Opie – Business Studies 

The final point for me is to thank everyone for a great year at Hale and we look forward to 

September. Have a relaxing and enjoyable summer.  

Mr I Hawkins 
Headteacher 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Richard Hale Values Awards 
Alex Tyldesley – MFL  

 

 
 
This year we have focused on communicating our school values and developing ways to 
include them in our teaching and learning and many other areas of school life. Our students 
regularly exemplify what it means to be a member of the Richard Hale family, by 
demonstrating these values in action, in lessons and academic work, in extra-curricular 
activities and in their daily connections with staff, students and our broader community. 
 
This term we have been delighted to be able to recognise some of these excellent 
contributions, by presenting a Values Award to the student in each form who has best 
exemplified the values of the school in 2021-22, either by consistently reflecting our values, 
or making a particularly special contribution in one or more of these areas.  
 
The award winners are listed below. Many congratulations to them, and thank you to all 
those who consistently Respect Others, Aim High and Show Commitment in everything you 
do at Hale. 
 
Values 
Award 
Winners 
2022: 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

‘Why do I do this Job’ Moment of the Week 
Dr Louise Morris – Assistant Headteacher 

 

This week's 'Why I do this job' moment comes from the sunny beaches of the beautiful 
Gower Peninsula where Ben and I were on the field trip with our Year 12 Biology students. 
It was fantastic to see their enthusiasm and patience when estimating snail populations 
(which involved counting over 500 snails), identifying an array of species in rock pools and 
befriending crabs and giant grasshoppers. Then a man came over to introduce himself to us 
on the beach - he attended Richard Hale 30 years ago and had spotted our minibus so 
wanted to say hello!  

 
 

More new art for Hertford subway galleries 

Mike Todd – Head of Art Department 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is some glorious new artwork on display in the Hertford subways – take a walk and 

come and admire them! 



For the third year in a row, the students from Richard 

Hale School, The Sele School and Simon Balle All-

through school have provided art worthy of a London 

gallery for the London Road subway in Hertford. The 

students are very talented, and this project gives these 

young people the opportunity to display their work in a 

public space and at the same time improving the local 

environment for everyone.  

Students were joined by Executive Member for 

Highways Cllr Phil Bibby, who commented: “This really 

is a great project, working with both local schools and 

the community to encourage active travel, reduce car 

use and improve the environment as part of the 

subway refurbishment programme, part of the 

Hertfordshire County Council Local Transport Plan 

www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/ltp and the Corporate Plan 

of ‘creating a cleaner, greener, healthier Hertfordshire for all.’  

Local member and former Hertford Mayor Cllr Bob 

Deering joined the new Mayor Cllr Sue Barber to see the 

latest art installation. Cllr Deering said: “I am very proud 

of our gifted young students who have once again 

produced outstanding work for everyone to enjoy. This 

subway is a popular route for access into town and to the 

local schools and we want to encourage more walking and 

cycling across the town.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Congratulations to the Richard Hale students who had their work selected: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alfie Hussey Y11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jago King Y11 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Archie Nicklin Y11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Franklin 

Grayling 

Y12  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Isobelle Davies Y13  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Molly Edwards Y13  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emma Quinn Y13  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



‘Why I do this Job’ Moment of the Week 
Becky Harvey – Head of Year 7 

 
In May, Year 7 finally had the chance to embark on the annual Bude trip after a two-year 

hiatus, and pupils made sure to embrace every minute! It was a pleasure to look out over the 

Bude site each day and see pupils throwing themselves into every activity and embracing 

each opportunity to try something new. However, daunted pupils felt at the scale of high 

ropes, or the depth of the sea when surfing, it was fantastic to see students steeling 

themselves and giving it a go regardless of any worries.  

Richard Hale staff donned wetsuits, strapped into harnesses, or helmeted up for caving, and 

took part in activities alongside pupils, encouraging those nervous at the sidelines or shouting 

in delight at those taking part with enthusiasm and energy. Whether it was a conversation 

over the shared fear of the high ropes, the ruthless staff vs pupil basketball matches in the 

evenings, or the dreaded 7am run, everyone took part and pupils were clearly delighted to 

see staff were getting stuck in too.  

For me, the absolute highlight of the trip was the awards evening, with pupils who are often 

quiet in school absolutely shining this week and having this recognised with much 

celebration. The very best comment of the week came from a Y7 award winner who turned 

to me and said, “Miss, I’ll keep this t-shirt forever” (a comment I’m inclined to believe 

considering Mr Hinckley produced his OWN 2009 Bude award t-shirt on the trip!) It was 

fantastic to get residential trips up and running again and Bude was a great trip to get the 

ball rolling. As my first trip with Year 7, this will remain a special experience for me and I have 

to extend huge thanks to such an excellent, hardworking and diligent staff team. Here’s to 

the next trip! (Perhaps one without so much wet lost property left behind?) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



7B Road to County Cup Glory 
Nathan Boswell – 7Hale 

 
The first match we played as a team was an away match against Parmiters and ended in a 
draw, meaning a penalty shootout was needed to decide the winner. As a team, we scored 
all of our penalties taking us victorious to the next round. A tough first match, however, we 
knew with more practice we would play better as a team and we took this mind-set into 
our second match. 
 
Our second match was against Longdean, another away match, where we upped our game 
and were the strongest team throughout, winning 8-0. The atmosphere on the school bus 
coming back to school was very celebratory! 
 
For the quarter finals we played an away match at Aldenham and were victorious with a 2-1 
win to see us through to the semi-finals where we finally got a home game beating Hemel 
2-1. A close match where we had a lot of parents and students cheering us on.  
 
We were all very excited for the final and were determined to win. Our opposition was 
Verulam and we played at Sandringham school on a neutral pitch. At half time, we lead by 
2-0 and were really dominating the match. I felt we had lots of opportunities and could 
have had many more goals. We carried this strength into the second half taking the score to 
3-0. We then conceded a goal bringing the score to 3-1, but then soon scored again 
resulting in a 4-1 win for us.  
 
A great first season for the 7B team. I was proud to be captain representing the school and 
maintaining the County Cup winners’ title achieved by the last Richard Hale Y7 team to play 
in this cup. A fantastic achievement from the team. We are looking forward to next season 
and moving to 11 a-side matches.   
 
 

 
 
 



 
8Cowper Poetry 

 

Voices by Charlie Mortimore  

 

They said that I had forgotten my 

language 

That all the roots had dried up 

To be forgotten 

Left rotten in the dark 

 

They said I was to be banished 

That I was not part of them 

That's when I fell asleep 

For a refresh that I needed 

 

They said I could never remember 

That it was something I couldn't 

achieve 

But suddenly a seed was planted  

Containing hope and greed 

 

 

They said it was impossible  

That I might as well be dead 

But slowly over time 

The seed started to spread 

 

They said to me stop trying 

That there was no point 

But I was learning! 

And old words started returning 

 

Ich kann nicht glauben, dass es 

funktioniert! 

Mein Leben wird besser 

Ich kann es kaum erwarten  

Der Beweis für das Bessere 

 

They said it was improving! 

That the seed had grown 

Into a great big oak tree 

So that I enjoy my life gladly. 

 
 
 
 



 
INSIDE OUT – Lucy Hancock 

               English, Media and Drama teacher 
  

 
 
 
What brought you into teaching – and what keeps you in the profession? 
I was working at LaplandUK and a family came to the event that were all hard of hearing or 
entirely deaf. I was on their tour and know enough sign language to hold a conversation so 
managed to translate the event for them, meaning that when 
they met Father Christmas they could communicate.  
Seeing the children’s faces light up was magic and I started to 
teach all other visiting families how to say Merry Christmas and 
their names in BSL, this small introduction to teaching and 
seeing the joy in them learning a new skill lead me to teacher 
training. I stay in teaching because there is nothing more 
rewarding than seeing your form group mature and succeed. 
 
Why have you specialised in Media/Drama? 
I have been working on film, TV and theatre sets since I was 6 years old. When I started acting, 
I knew I was in my element and had found my confidence, so I threw myself into every school 
production and event possible as both an actor and the tech crew. My experiences with tech 
crew then led to me seeking out on-set production experiences, which snowballed into 
several projects in the film industry and helped me with selecting my A-Levels and Degree in 
the creative industry.  
 
What has been your most memorable moment in teaching?  
My top favourite moments to date have to be our trip to Bude! I absolutely loved getting 
involved with all the activities and seeing the growth in not only my form but also the rest of 
the year group over that week and sharing in those life-long memories. Secondly, school 
shows and events! What great fun all those rehearsals and performances are. It is a true joy 
seeing the students shine in music/drama/sport/etc and being able to cheer them on and 
celebrate their successes is a wonderful atmosphere to be a part of. 
 
If you hadn’t become a teacher, what would you like to have done?  
I think I would have continued to explore the creative industries either as an actor or on set 
working behind the camera. Some of my most treasured memories are on set with cast and 
crew and the bonds you make with your team for a performance or a shoot last a lifetime.  
 
What do you do to relax? 
I have a lot of hobbies outside of school. I love to game, a hobby that comes in handy teaching 
Media; I spend a lot of time attending Comic-Cons around the UK with friends; I am a Disney 



Annual Pass holder so visit several times of the year; I 
have family meals every Sunday which often leads to 
family movie night or a tournament of darts/ping-
pong/or board games. 
 
 
 
 

 
Who would you invite to a dinner party – they could be living or dead – and why? 
As a very anti-social person, I’d definitely go for people who could carry conversation or 
provide entertainment! My first choices would 100% be family members and friends who 
have passed on – my grandma to dance with and my friends Kingsley and Zhen to bring all 
the comedic elements to the conversation. However, on a more global note, I’d love to have 
Alan Rickman, Elizabeth Olson, David Tennant, Michael Ball, Alfie Boe, and probably several 
others to ensure I meet some iconic people to get my Pop figures signed! 
 
Previous jobs? 
I have a mixed bag of previous jobs: I have worked for Warner Bros as well as Disney, AMC 
and Merlin on films and TV shows; in retail; in hospitality; in sales; acting/performing; on sets, 
etc. 
 
Who would play you in the film of your life? 
Me! Not letting anyone take that role from me. 
 
Most embarrassing moment in teaching?  
When Ms Baldwin and myself thought it would be a good idea to be 
cheerleaders for House Football... with pompoms... 
 
Best piece of advice you have ever received.  
Mum - ‘Dream it, believe it, achieve it while you live, laugh and love.’ 
Winnie The Pooh - "Life is a journey to be experienced, not a problem to be solved." 
Rafiki - "The past can hurt. But the way I see it, you can either run from it, or learn from it."  
 
Tell us a joke. 
Q: Which program do Jedi use to open PDF files? 
A:  Adobe Wan Kenobi! 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Richard Hale School Summer Concert – Wednesday 13th July  
Dr Leena Rana - Music 

 

 

 

 

 

On the evening of Wednesday 13th July, we held our first Summer Concert in three years, 

and we could not have asked for a nicer evening. The space outside the main hall proved to 

be an ideal staging area, comfortably accommodating our performers above the steps and 

our audience members below. Our varied programme catered to a range of musical tastes 

and we had a large number of musical items to entertain and delight! Concert Band, Choir, 

Orchestra and smaller ensembles performed alongside some newer groups such as rock 

group Fallen Flame, Senior Wind Ensemble and Steel Pan Ensemble.  

We were treated to some incredible solos. In the first 

half, Thomas Martyn Stephens impressed the 

audience singing Ralph Vaughan Williams’s The 

Vagabond. William Moor gave a very polished 

performance of Tarantelle Napolitaine on violin. Will 

Carter played Starry Dome on piano with tenderness. 

Daisy Robinson gave a lovely acoustic performance of 

Put Your Records On, accompanying herself on guitar.  

Soloists in the second half continued to impress with George Kimberley’s 

delightful rendition of Alma del Core. Jotham King played a beautiful 

piece on flute. Dylan Rix showed his virtuosity on alto saxophone playing 

the 1st movement of Ronald Binge’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone. 

Gbayike Adekola gave a stunning performance singing and accompanying 

herself on piano. Thomas McDonnell performed Schumann’s Drie 

Fantasiestücke with real sensitivity and lyricism. And 

year 13 student, Oliver Gambles was our final soloist of the evening, 

performing two movements from J. S. Bach’s E major Flute Sonata.  



Some of our music students made their own arrangements of 

pieces for the concert, such as Tom Martyn Stephen’s 

arrangement of a piece for Clarinet Ensemble and Sam Mo’s 

version of Yellow Bird for Steel Pan Ensemble. In addition to 

being a superb performer, year 10 student Thomas McDonnell 

also composed three pieces for the concert, a remarkable 

achievement. All our music students performed to a high 

standard. Many congratulations to you and thank you for your 

continuing commitment to music. We are very proud of you and look forward to working 

with you again next year, as we will have more musical opportunities for you to 

demonstrate your skills!  

We did say farewell to three brilliant year 13 students in the 

concert: Oliver Gambles, Nathaniel Roberts and Robert 

Woodland. They have been an absolute asset to the Music 

Department over the years. Many thanks to them again, 

particularly Nat, for their help during the 

concert. The concert would not have run 

so smoothly without their proficiency and 

professionalism using the sound system. We wish them all the very 

best for the future! 

Thank you to all our music teachers and everyone else who 

contributed to make this evening such a tremendous 

success. Thanks for Miss Hancock for the super photos! 

Have a wonderful and restful summer!  

 

 

 



MUSIC EXAMINATION RESULTS AUTUMN 2020 
Congratulations to all of these students on their success! 
 

ABRSM Performance  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABRSM Theory 

 

 

 

 

Rock School 

 

 

 

 

 

Trinity 

 

 

 

Name Form Grade Instrument Result 

Natasha Rix 12 RMa 8 Piano Pass 

Mateo Viudez-Calzada 10 Pa 6 Cello Pass 

George Ward 11 Ha 5 Piano Pass 

Cameron Pitman 8 Wa 5 Clarinet Merit 

Aleks Snell 10 Ki 4 Flute Pass 

Rowan Edwards 9 Ha 4 Saxophone Pass 

Callum Cranitch 12 HVe 3 Saxophone Pass 

Name Form Grade Result 

Frankie Mayes 13 Sc 5 Pass 

Shay Stevens 11 Co 5 Pass 

Name Form Grade Instrument Result 

Finlay Nicklin 9 Ha Debut Electric Guitar Merit 

Thomas Attridge 9 Cr 1 Electric Guitar Merit 

Kayden Dam 7 Ha 1 Electric Guitar Pass 

Name Form Grade Instrument Result 

Austin Hughes 7 Pa 2 Electric Guitar Pass 



MUSIC EXAMINATION RESULTS SPRING 22 
Congratulations to all of these students on their success! 

 

ABRSM 

practical 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABRSM 

performance  

 

 

 

ABRSM Theory 

 

 

 

 

Rock School 

 

 

 

 

Name Form Grade Instrument Result 

Oliver Gambles 13 Sc 8 Flute Distinction 

Thomas McDonnell 10 Cr 8 Clarinet Distinction 

Samuel Mo 10 Co 6 Cello Merit 

Alexander Justin 10 Ha 4 Flute Pass 

James Price 8 Wa 3 Piano Pass 

Oskar Snell 7 Ki 2 Piano Merit 

Bo Daly 7 Wa 2 Piano Pass 

Oliver Zieleniewski 9 Cr 1 Piano Merit 

Name Form Grade Instrument Result 

Frankie Mayes 13 Sc 6 Piano Merit 

Jonathan Coates 10 Co 5 Piano Pass 

George Attridge 9 Cr 1 Piano Pass 

Name Form Grade Result 

Thomas McDonnell 10 Cr 8 Merit 

Jotham King 11 Cr 5 Merit 

Ben Davis 11 Wa 5 Pass 

Name Form Grade Instrument Result 

Seb Bond 9 Co 1 Drums Distinction 

William Corrin 9 Co 3 Electric Guitar Merit 

Craig Chilton 10 Ki 2 Electric Guitar Pass 

Alex Paprocki 9 Ha 1 Electric Guitar Merit 



MUSIC EXAMINATION RESULTS Summer 22 
Congratulations to all of these students on their success! 

 

ABRSM Practical  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABRSM Theory 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Name Form Grade Instrument Result 

Thomas McDonnell 10 Cr 8 Piano Distinction 

Samuel Mo 10 Co 7 Trumpet Merit 

George Ward 11 Ha 7 Piano Merit 

Hayden Lund 8 Pa 6 Clarinet Pass 

Shay Stevens 11 Co 5 Saxophone Merit 

Jonah Scott 8 Cr 5 Saxophone Merit 

Luka Novak 10 Ki 5 Cello Pass 

Samuel Brand 7 Wa 2 Piano Pass 

Avin Welsh 7 Wa 2 Piano Pass 

Craig Chilton 10 Co 2 Piano Pass 

Daniel Kwon 9 Wa 1 Piano Pass 

Kieron Dixon 9 Pa 1 Piano Pass 

Aavi Sailopal 7 Ha 1 Piano Merit 

Name Form Grade Result 

Nathaniel Roberts 13 MLa 8 Pass 



Y10 Geology Field Trip Cornwall 2022 
Josh Darby – 10Wallace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why Geology? 

I chose geology because it seemed interesting and a change to the rest of the subjects that I 

have chosen. 

Why did we go to Cornwall? 

We decided to go to Cornwall to study the 

strange and unique geology found nowhere 

else on the planet. This consists of, The 

Lizard, the giant granite batholiths that 

stretch all across Cornwall, the china clay 

pits and the tin mines. 

 

 

 

 

Wheal Martyn: 

We went to Wheal Martyn on the first day of 

our trip to learn about china clay and how it 

used to be mined. The clay was originally 

mined with the help of high-powered water 

jets; the clay would then be sucked out of the 



pit by plunger pumps. All of this was achievable because the ground was all very soft which 

made it easy to mine.  

Bude: 

We went all the way up to Bude to learn about the strange formation of 

the surrounding area. We were shown around and taught by Dr Roger 

Higgs. He taught us about the Bude formation and the fossil that he 

found which has not been discovered anywhere else in the world; it is 

called the Cornuboniscus budensis. 

 

 

  

 

 

Geevor Tin Mines: 

We went to the Geevor tin mine to study the process of how tin is produced, from it being 

extracted from the ground, to being sold. We also learnt about the life of the miners and 

what happened in the mines, and even got a chance to speak to some of the ex-miners that 

were working there when the mine was shut down. We also got to have a first-hand look at 

what was extracted there; this consisted of… Tin, Copper, Uranium and even a bit of Silver 

and Gold. 

Highlights:  

The highlight of our trip to Cornwall was by far the Geevor Tin mine as we got to have a 

detailed look at the processes that went on back in the day to produce such large amounts 

of Tin and Copper and also got a tour of the mine itself, and/or the Geothermal pool in 

Penzance because it was unique and a fun experience. 



Year 8 Bude 
Darren Williams – Head of Year 8 

 

This year saw our Year 8’s head down to Bude for 

their residential trip, all be it a year later  than 

planned. The reason we run this trip in year 7 is 

partly to help forge friendships and to aid with the 

transition process from primary school into Richard 

Hale School. So naturally I was a little apprehensive 

with how a year 8 group would take to this trip with friendship groups already formed and 

with how they would cope with it being their first trip away for a large number of the 

cohort. 

I am delighted to say the trip was a complete 

success and it made the extra year of waiting 

definitely worthwhile. I took immense pride in 

seeing so many of the students overcome fears 

or struggles across the week. It was also so 

rewarding for myself and my staff to see so 

many characters shining through across the 

year group. Whether that be making people laugh and entertaining us during the karaoke 

or talent show, supporting and encouraging others whilst out on activities or simply getting 

stuck into everything on offer to them throughout the week. We shared the centre with 3 

other schools which ranged from year 5’s to year 9’s. It was 

so pleasing to see how our students mixed well with these 

students and conducted themselves superbly. We had an 

individual winner in the karaoke, unfortunately not a staff 

entry! 

We also had a group win super team of the week, which is 

the first time since 2010 that a Richard Hale group has won this award, which is superb. 

Well done to all of the boys in group L. 

The weather was kind to us as well with only one rainy 

day, the rest of the time was spent enjoying the Cornish 

sun. I was lucky enough to be able join a few of the 

groups on activities and a special moment for me was 

body boarding on Wednesday afternoon. To look around 

and see literally every student and staff member on that 



session having the time of their life, it has even put a smile on my face as I am writing this 

now! 

Finally a huge well done and thanks to all of the students and staff on making this year’s trip 

the success it was. The amount of time and effort that goes into the preparation of the trip 

was completely worthwhile when you see how much the students and staff enjoyed it, 

even if they looked completely shattered when they stepped off the bus on Friday! 

Memories of lifetime were made! 

 
‘Why I do this Job’ Moment of the Week 

Don Wemyss-Cook – Head of Chemistry 
 

Many thanks to Don for sending his ‘Why I do this job’ from Bude, along with a photo which 

certainly illustrates his point about the variety of our job! 

Teaching is the most randomly 

variable job I’ve ever had, no two 

days are the same, no two hours 

are the same. You can run the full 

spectrum of emotion in one 

lesson and do it all again an hour 

later. We work with innovative 

and passionate people every day, 

and get to watch young people 

turn into brilliant adults. 

 

 

Cameron Pitman – 8Wallace 

 

 

 

 

 

Bude was really fun, to perfectly honest 
i was nervous before but I didn’t need to 
be because it was great and welcoming. 
The best bit about Bude is the activities 
where you can bond and have fun with 
your friends. Bude was not just a school 
trip but also an experience that I don’t 
think I will ever forget. 

 



 

INSIDE OUT – James Allaway 
        Assistant Headteacher 

  

 
 
What brought you into teaching – and what keeps you in the profession? 
I first considered becoming a teacher when I was in Year 9 because I was so inspired by my 
teachers. I went to The Hemel Hempstead School, which (despite being a mixed school) is 
very similar to Richard Hale in that it has a lot of history and values its traditions. Being in a 
classroom teaching is still the best part of my job. 
 
Why have you specialised in English? 
Back when I first decided to become a teacher I thought I’d become a History teacher, but 
my GCSE History teacher gently suggested that I would need to be passionate about a subject 
in order to teach it. He (quite reasonably) felt I wasn’t demonstrating this by grumpily and 
silently sitting through his lessons on The Cold War. It was only then that I considered how 
important it was for me to enjoy the subject I was going to teach, at which point English was 
the obvious choice. I have always been an avid reader and writer and can think of no better 
way to spend my life than trying to help young people find the joy and escapism that I have 
found in books.  
 
What has been your most memorable moment in teaching?  
As a newly qualified teacher I had my first OFSTED inspection. I was 
nervous and spent a lot  of the evening planning and resourcing the 
lessons for the next day. In the morning, within a minute of the inspector 
entering my classroom, the bulb of my projector exploded with a loud 
bang and a shower of glass.  
 
If you hadn’t become a teacher, what would you like to have done?  
I would have been a journalist. My uncle was a newspaper editor and theatre critic and I 
would have loved to have followed in his footsteps.  

 
What do you do to relax? 
I try to spend as much time as possible outside with my kids. Beyond that, I 
read, I play the guitar and piano badly and I enjoy cooking.  
 
 
 
 

 
 



Who would you invite to a dinner party – they could be living or dead – and why? 
My dissertation was about the poet Wilfred Owen. I would love to speak to him about his 
poems.   
 
Previous jobs? 
Teaching has been my only job since leaving university, but I had a number of part time jobs 
as a teenager including preparing drinks behind the bar in a restaurant, serving food in the 
university canteen and working in Blockbuster (with ten free video rentals a week!).   
 
Who would play you in the film of your life? 
I would be far too busy with my lawsuit blocking the film’s production to worry about 
casting.  
 
Most embarrassing moment?  
Accidentally pouring a tray of pints over a customer when serving drinks 
in a restaurant. 
 
Best piece of advice you have ever received?  
Only worry about the things in your control. Worrying about anything else is a waste of time 
and energy. I come back to this advice all of the time, and I have passed it on to many students 
and colleagues during my career. 
 
Tell us a joke 
Chosen by my children: 
Why does Norway have barcodes on their boats? So they can scan the navy in 
(Scandinavian)! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8Cowper Poetry 

The Reason I Love by Seamus Kelly 
 

Ireland 

 

I’ve travelled to Ireland since I was born 

Sometimes by air and sometimes by sea 

To visit my Nan and my family 

They live in Kilkenny, a vibrant city 

 

Bhí dúil mhór agam in Éirinn bhí sé an-spraoi i gcónaí mo 

sheanmháthair a fheiceáil ag imirt cártaí léi ag dul amach don 

lón léi ag fáil uachtar reoite gach lá agus ag tabhairt cuairt 

ar mo chol ceathracha 

 

      Fun with my cousins down on the farm 

Walking to shops for ice creams with flake  

Lunch at Billys 

And picnics by the lake  

 

Good times with Nan playing board games and cards 

Dinner at Kytlers with dancing and songs 

Shopping for sausages to bring home for Dad 

These are a few of the memories I have 

 

céad míle fáilte 

 
 
 



Richard Hale School Football 2021/22 
 

With the football teams making a welcome return to competitive football post Covid, I am 
proud to report another fantastic season full of enjoyment and entertaining football. We 
entered a record 22 competitions this season, reaching an impressive 9 finals. Overall the 
school played an eye watering 120 fixtures including Saturdays, District, County and National 
games.  
 

Year Group District Cup County Cup National Cup 

Yr 7 A Runners up Round 3  

Yr 7 B Group Stage Winners  

Yr 8 A Runners up Runners up -  County Plate Round 1 

Yr 8 B  Group Stage   

Yr 9 Winners          ¼ Final Round 2 

  Yr 10 Runners up ¼ Final Round 2 

Yr 10 B Semi Final  Round 5 (last 8) 

Yr 11 Semi Final Runners up  

Yr 12/13 Winners Winners Round 2 

 
Some of the highlights from 2021/22: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

100+ boys out on a Saturday against The Bishops 
Stortford Boys School 
 

Year 7B – County Winners                                                             
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preparations are in full swing to continue to build on recent success. The department is 
committed to providing a high level of participation whilst remaining successful within 
competitive cup football. A new exciting addition is our entry into the U18 National Super 
League for 2022/23 alongside a plethora of other competitions across all year groups. This 
will also run alongside the House competition and a strong Saturday card. The opportunity 
to play football at Richard Hale has never been greater!! 
 
Must finish with a big thank to all staff that have either coached or supported in some way 
this year, and to the parents who time and time again give their undoubted support in so 
many ways.  
 

 

The 1st Year 7 training 

session of 2021 – saw 

nearly 100 boys attend.  

Amazing commitment 

Year 11 County Runners Up 
 

1st Team: Double Winners –  
U18 County and District. 
 

• 1st XI Players Player:  
Archie Locke 

 

• 1st XI Manager  
Player: Jermaine Gayla 

 

Year 9 District Winners 
 



You’ll never walk alone, 
 
Mr Kevin Patterson 
Master i/c Football/Assistant Headteacher 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Year 10 Geology field trip – Cornwall 

Niall O’Donoghue – 10Hale 

 

What is Geology? 

Geology is the science of the Earth and its physical structure. In geology GCSE we look back 

in the past to find evidence of what has happened to Earth since its creation 4.6 billion 

years ago. I picked Geology as it looked interesting. We went to Cornwall due to its strange 

rock formation, with things like china clay, granite intrusions and the extreme folding on 

the beautiful coasts. In this article I will be explaining everything we looked at and how it 

has helped towards my GCSE. 

Wheal Martyn 

Wheal Martyn is one of Cornwall’s china clay mines. We get china Clay when the feldspar in 

Granite decomposes. Work started in around the 1820’s and finally finished in 1931. At one 

point they produced 200 tons of china clay a year. But there was a major downfall in waste, 

900kg of it per ton of china clay, this led to mining it becoming too costly. The site is 26 

acres and pumps around the whole site filled with slurry were powered by wheels of 

diameter 18 feet long. This site is important to the geology of Cornwall as we get an 

 

T ogether  E veryone A chieves  M ore 

 

Please make sure you follow all sports results: 

www.twitter.com/rhs_pe 

 

 

http://www.twitter.com/rhs_pe


understanding that at one point Cornwall must have 

been in a tropical environment for it to form. We 

don’t just get benefits for products but we find a 

history of Cornwall and its movement around the 

Globe. This is an important site to Cornwall. 

 

Bude 

Bude is also a very special geological location in Cornwall. The beautiful beaches have very 

interesting cliff faces surrounding them. They are made of sandstone and mudstone(shale) 

layers of sediment. Once again this provides more information for the past and potentially 

what Bude looked like. Something special to Bude is that there are very few fossils, but the 

one they do have is unique to the entire world. What can we figure from the information 

we have? Not much therefore guess work is involved and is open to interpretation. Some 

think Bude was a lake restricted from the ocean, some think it 

was a shallow marina, it's all your own opinions in Geology. 

We went to Cornwall for its beautiful folds and faults on its 

coastline, a key part for our required field work. We took dip 

and strike measurements; collated information for a 

stratigraphic log and made accurate field sketches. 

Geevor mine 

Geevor mine is one of Cornwall’s most famous mines. It opened in 1911 and was closed in 

1990. The mineshafts are flooded meaning those who visit are unable to enter them, but 

there is a very early mine that was extremely small that we were able to enter, a great 

experience which enabled us to see the cramped conditions that miners faced. We came to 

Geevor to see its lengthy process of extracting pure tin (like powder) from its ore. There are 

processes such as grinding, froth flotation and calcining. Geevor is very important to 

Cornwall as we are able to see the traditional 

process of extraction that created the most 

important industry in Cornwall, very important 

for Geologists to witness. 

 

 



Overview 

The opportunity to go to Cornwall is very important and has helped me and my GCSE 

course, I was able to discover the processes involved in china clay and tin mining, and was 

also able to practice my skills in their field for the first time. All helping towards my GCSE. 

My highlight of the trip was being able to go into Geevor Mine as we were able to actually 

get a proper experience of the miners at the time. I would also like to thank Mr Clay and Mr 

Skipper for driving us everywhere and letting us gain such an important experience. 

 

‘Why do I do this Job’ Moment of the Week 
Sam Chadwick – Head of Music Department 

 

The Year 8 band Fallen Flame (Alex Hayes, William Corrin, Alex Tatlow and James Price) 
performed their first gig last Thursday as a lunchtime concert.   

I am so incredibly proud of them and what they have achieved in just a few months.  The 
band started as a small group put together by myself during Rock School club and has 
transformed.  With my support, they have chosen their own set and have arranged their own 
music.  The boys have even gone so far as to arrange matching personalised hoodies with 
their logo on it.  They practice both with me and independently during lunchtime of their 
own accord.   
 
All of them have tried performing music out of their comfort zone.  For example, James, who 
is a good pianist, had never played the bass guitar but has begun learning for the band and is 
doing very well.  It is so wonderful to see the boys sharing a mutual interest, forming strong 
friendships, and just enjoying the benefits that performing and creating music can give.   
 
I’ve seen their confidence grow and the pleasure that they get out of their rehearsals and 
gigs. The level of enthusiasm is 
contagious and their performance has 
already inspired other boys to try to 
create their own bands as well.  I am 
sure we will be hearing a lot more from 
them!  
 
 
 

 



Gold Industrial Cadets Project 2021/2022  
Mackenzie Robb – 12HVE 

 

In October of last year, I alongside Tom Moorcroft, Matthew Attfield, Taylor Knott and Dan 

Buswell began our Gold Industrial Cadets project. Initially, we all started with some naive 

excitement and innocent curiosity as all we knew at first was that we would be dedicating a 

minimum of 50 hours to the exceptionally vague task brief of a STEM project.  

This was quickly cleared up after the launch event where we were enlightened with the 

more specific challenge. This was designing and producing some form of sustainable power 

solution for the Active Hub building on the GSK site in Ware. We would be mentored by a 

group of professionals from the GSK team who would be able to guide us with their 

plethora of experience. As if coming up with this solution was not challenging enough, this 

task was coupled with also producing a thorough project report which of course was 

completely new to all of us. Needless to say, we quickly worked out that this award was no 

easy feat and it was going to take some hard graft for us to complete it to the high 

standards we as a team strived for. 

Of course, our first hurdle was to decide on the solution that we would pursue for the rest 

of the project and this soon turned out to be much harder than expected. The five of us 

each put forward our own distinct solution that we each thought was best. This solution 

selection process taught all of us important new skills such as decision analysis, evaluation, 

listening and discussion as we all had to agree on a single option out of five carefully 

researched and passionately advocated solutions.  

Eventually, we settled on the ambitious choice of a hydroelectric syphon that we would 

situate on the River Lea weir to produce clean electricity to power the active hub. This 

would work by the syphon effect pulling water over the drop of the weir to spin a turbine 

that would in turn generate electricity. It was at this stage where we learnt how best to split 

up members of a team to take on certain tasks best suited to their skills.  

Tom and I took on the daunting task of the project report which would involve an Executive 

Summary, List of Tables and Figures, Introduction, Process Description, Material Balance, 

Technical Design, Economic Analysis and Environmental Impact Analysis. This was no easy 

task that would challenge our formal writing skills, ability to discuss an evaluation, maths 

skills and much more. 



Matthew, Taylor and Dan took on the engineering side of things. Dan made an in depth 

analysis of materials and their suitability for the project. Matthew cracked on with a 

comprehensive design process and made excellent use of computer programs that were all 

Greek to me. Taylor assisted Matthew in this process by evaluating design proposals and 

offering alternatives. These three key areas of work eventually lead us to producing a 

physical prototype of a generator which all of us are extremely proud of. 

After 6 months of hard work we finished our report and design. We then presented it to a 

panel of industry experts who listened to our presentation, scoured our report and then 

grilled us with questions.  

The whole process has been an invaluable experience to all of us. It has given us a chance to 

see just how difficult working in a real world environment can be, especially where lots of 

people have different thoughts and ideas and it has to be translated into a single outcome. 

On top of this, we had to learn to deal with management that often conflicted with our own 

plans and also how to organise time even if we didn’t have enough of it.  

In conclusion, we had the opportunity to come across real world work environment 

challenges and in spite of this we couldn’t be happier with the outcome. It is a unique 

experience you can’t get anywhere else and I would certainly recommend this to any 

student interested in working in STEM. I will also take this opportunity to give a huge thank 

you to Mr Gleed who offered us this experience and supported us throughout. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



INDUSTRIAL CADETS 2022 
William Masters - Physics 

 

This spring and summer term six year 8 students embarked on the Industrial Cadets Bronze 

Award, working with two industrial experts from GlaxoSmithKleine on a project entitled My 

School is an Island, guided by Mrs Aghedo and Mr Masters. 

The team comprised of Jonah Scott, Eoin Conway-Baker, James Price, Jack Gleed, Leo 

Homer and Sam Cole. Over the course of 12 weeks, they looked into what it would take to 

set up a school on an island, looking at issues such as sustainability, energy generation, 

provision of food and materials, transport, waste management, education requirements 

and building design. 

At the end of the project, the cadets assembled a fully referenced 20-page report on their 

plan for the island school, with ideas from providing metal bottles instead of plastic ones 

for reusability, uses of seaweed from an island farm and a solar powered boat bringing 

staff, students and supplies to and from the mainland. They had made three models; a Lego 

windmill (which turned), a model of the island and a prototype electric buggy for transport 

around the island. 

Their completed project, along with a short video presentation, were sent to judges for 

assessment, before the boys met with other industrial professionals to ask them questions 

about their project, their research and how they had gone about the process.  

The boys worked really hard and were not only recognized for their work in completion of 

the award, but shortlisted to the final four for the best teamwork award, from hundreds of 

schools that completed the Industrial Cadets. 

 

Their project is at the end of the newsletter. 

 

 
 
 



VEX Robotics Competition 
Jonah Scott 8Croft 

 

On the 29th of March 2022, 6 students from Richard Hale School (one student could not make 

it due to Coronavirus) travelled to Haberdashers’ Aske’s School for Girls to compete in the 

annual VEX Robotics Competition. The students were: Jonah Scott, Mark Bateman, Oliver 

Folge, Benjamin Gardener, Indiana Martin, Zack Thompson and it was Sidney Hunter who 

unfortunately couldn’t make it. We were accompanied by Mr Turner and Mr Powell, who 

drove the mini bus. We had been working hard over the past several months, with support 

from our MBDA mentors, to produce a robot capable of fulfilling not just all the competition 

requirements, but including additional features as well to optimise our robot’s performance 

and have a chance of winning. 

 

The robot we used had two systems: one to lift mobile goals and one 

to collect rings and place them on the mobile goals. On the back, 

there is a rotating conveyor belt which when running and the robot is 

going backwards, will collect rings and lift them upwards. On the front 

there are two prongs, which can go up and down in order to slide 

under and then lift mobile goals and tilt them so that rings can slide 

down onto the goal’s central column giving you several points. This 

was the main process which we repeated throughout the 

competition, earning us many points. 

 

The actual field which the robots competed within was a large area 

filled with mobile goals (right) and rings, and by moving the goals into 

certain areas or by placing rings on mobile goals earned us varying 

amounts of points. There were also two balanced platforms on either 

side of the arena, which if you balanced your robot on would earn you 

many points. On the day there were two such arenas, one to practise 

in and one for the matches. We competed in many matches, where 

we were allied with another school, randomly selected, to try and gain the most points. At 

the start of each match there was also an autonomous period, which could earn the team 



bonus points. The coders in the team programmed the robot so that it could drive forward, 

move  a mobile goal off a line and place a ring on the goal, completing the objective of the 

autonomous period.           

     

We received the results on the day, and came a respectable joint fifth 

out of fourteen schools. We also received an award (left) for best 

design, which is now on display in the school trophy cabinet, due to the 

‘huge potential’ of the conveyor belt mechanism that we designed. This 

is only the first event, there is a second one you can read about below. 

From now until then, we will improve our robot so that we can do even 

better in the next competition! 

On Saturday the 25th of June, all seven students travelled to 

MBDA Missile Systems in Stevenage. They arrived at MBDA at 

9:00, with a fully redesigned robot ready to compete once 

again. The new robot featured many new abilities, such as 

four wheel drive and a four bar lift. We had stripped the old 

robot to the chassis and fully rebuilt it, with plenty of time for 

testing. There would normally also be additional competitions 

such as programming skills where you would have two 

minutes to autonomously gather as many points as you can. 

This unfortunately didn’t happen due to a lack of arenas. 

 

We had a four wheel drive system (right), which worked with only two motors thanks to 4 

pieces of chain connecting the motors to the wheels. We also had 

a four bar lift mechanism (below at the front of the robot), which 

worked by having two prongs that went underneath the goal and 

lifted it up. This was powered by two motors, and had elastic bands 

to help it reach the top. As well as this we had a small hook on the 

back of the robot, which would hook underneath the bases and 

drag them around. This stopped our robot tipping over when lifting 

goals with the four bar lift. You can see a picture of our robot to 

the left, complete with protective plating on the outside and all of 

our mechanisms fully functioning. 



On the day, MBDA had set up an arena, with many lights pointing downwards onto it. There 

was seating along the side of the arena so many people could watch. There was a separate 

room for pit crews, where the above photo of the robot was taken. The day went well overall, 

with us receiving the commitment award for putting in extra hours before and after school 

and during free periods to help complete the robot. Jonah Scott received the award for going 

above and beyond and working before school on many days. We came 

fourth in the tournament, meaning we were knocked out in the 

semifinal. Unfortunately, our robot suffered a connection problem 

and so we couldn’t drive our robot for the whole of the match. This 

wasn’t our fault as it had worked for every previous match, it was the 

fault of the equipment and the connection between the brain and the 

controller. I know all of us have enjoyed Vex, and are grateful to our 

teachers, mentors and MBDA for making it possible. 

 
 

‘Why do I do this Job’ Moment of the Week 
Kate Wilkinson – Teaching Assistant 

 
Last term I ran a literacy intervention with six Year 7s, focusing on comprehension and 

reading fluency skills.  All had reading ages of eight or less and none were particularly keen 

on the idea of extra reading sessions before school. 

At primary school, the children are often taught that they need to use their imaginations to 

visualise the words on the page - 'turn their TV heads on' - to help them to understand what 

they are reading about.  Most of us will do this automatically.  When our group started, none 

of the boys were able to do this.  Their mission was to 'decode' the words from start to finish, 

as quickly as possible.  Some could do this quite well, but none were visualising or reading 

for meaning, so comprehension scores were extremely low.   

The initial breakthrough came when some of the boys recognised they weren't visualising the 

text and, after practice, found they were able to do this.  Suddenly they understood what the 

point of reading was and they wanted to read.  It then became much easier to persuade these 

boys to practise at home, and these boys went on to make the most progress.  They came to 

sessions eager to share what they were reading, and relatives emailed to praise the reading 

the boys were doing with them.  Fantastic. 



This included the boy with the lowest reading age at the start of the course who now reads 

as often as he can with his Grandad (who is deaf).  Grandad insists on putting the subtitles 

on whenever he watches TV to encourage his grandson further.  Even more fantastic!  By the 

end of our time together the boys wanted to read aloud.  They argued about 'whose turn it 

was' to read out loud.  That was the best moment for me.    

Special thanks go to Mr Sneddon for providing a handkerchief to the group for 

comprehension purposes.  None of them knew what one was! 

 

As we can all imagine, running reading intervention sessions with boys who find reading 

difficult and unenjoyable is no easy task, let alone encouraging these same boys to read in 

their own time outside of school.  

We have received data from Herts for Learning about the impact this project has had on the 

boys’ reading skills. Across an eight-week programme with Mrs Wilkinson, the average 

improvement in students’ reading age was a phenomenal 39.3 months with some of them 

now broadly in line with the expected reading ability of students their age. This is an 

outstanding achievement and is a testament to the dedication of the boys and the tireless 

work of Mrs Wilkinson and Mrs Chambers (Head of English) in organising and delivering this 

programme.  

Data aside, helping these boys to find reading a little more enjoyable and a little less daunting 

is, in itself, a huge success and will greatly improve their chances at Richard Hale and beyond. 

Well done and thank you to everyone involved! 

 
 



Richard Hale Art Exhibition 2022 
Mike Todd – Head of Art Department 

 
On Tuesday the 12th July the Art Department opened their doors to the private view of the 

2022 Art exhibition. Due to the pandemic, this was the first exhibition held in a number of 

years, so it was great to be able to show off the fantastic work created by our GCSE and A 

Level students again. There was a powerful selection of artwork on display, drawing in a 

large crowd on a very hot evening. The night had a busy atmosphere with people discussing 

and appreciating the art pieces. It was very encouraging to hear peoples’ comments, and so 

gratifying for the students to be able to show off their work. A wide cross-section of the 

local community visited including the Hertford Mayor Sue Barber, who commented, “A 

thoroughly thought provoking exhibition of work by all students. Amazing mix of media and 

some very talented artists. Well done.” 

This academic year had produced a very creative group of artists, who used their work to 

convey some very powerful messages. Covid, politics and mental health have been a 

particularly good source of inspiration, and our artists have used their artwork to express 

their thoughts and feelings on these and a whole host of other topics. Artwork included 

large portrait paintings, films, abstracts, digital artworks, spray painting, sculpture and even 

an electric chair. 

 A special congratulation goes to the special award winners:  

Most creative student    Emma Quinn Y13 

Star of the future (Year11)   Jago King Y11   

Most innovative use of materials  Joseph Greaves Y13 

Special recognition award    Isobelle Davies/ Molly Edwards Y13 

Artist’s artist of the year    Teigan Chandler Y13 

Overall, the art exhibition was a memorable experience for everyone involved. We would 

like to thank the students for their hard work throughout what has been a challenging year. 

A special thank you goes to Sam Dinnes our Art technician whose dedication helped to 

make the exhibition such a great success.  We wish him all the best as he moves onto 

university next year. 



  

  

  



  

  

 

More photos from the Art Exhibition 2022 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1V8vlvccr1hYRnmXuLamC32_Fxara5jo1?usp=sharing


‘Why I do this Job’ Moment of the Week 
Nick Wood – Head of KS5 Chemistry 

 

Recently, I finally succumbed to my first illness of the year (I tried 

my best to schedule it during the holidays, like my catching of COVID 

on Christmas Eve, but failed on this attempt), feeling fairly rotten at 

home not being able to teach my students as normal. Having set 

cover in the morning, I was still checking emails and Google 

Classroom for any questions from students at points throughout the 

day.  

It was therefore a nice surprise when I loaded up one of my Year 12 Google Classroom to see 

a post sent to me. Instead of the usual “How do I attempt Q5b?” question I was expecting, 

there was a picture of my Sixth Formers using my favourite assessment method, the mini 

whiteboards. The message “Get Well Soon Mr Wood” was scribbled across the whiteboards 

along with some pretty happy looking faces from those involved. This completely took me 

aback and helped me feel a lot better. Surprised was an understatement! 

It is a cliché phrase but I am a believer that we do not actually realise how much of an effect 

we have on the students, partially because this is not always told to us straight from our 

students. However, we should not underestimate the impact we have on, and relationship 

we have, with our students, although this may not always be spelled out (quite literally) like 

this example.  

Although I am sad to be leaving this year, it is a moment like this that I will carry with me 

throughout my teaching career! 



Senior Production - ‘The 39 Steps’ 
Ms V. Baldwin – Head of Drama & Mr J. Hinckley - Drama 

 

 

On the 3rd and 4th February students from year 10 to 13 once again took to the Richard 
Hale stage for the Senior Production of The 39 Steps. Students eagerly awaited the chance 
to tread the boards after the disruption of the past year.  
  
Casting the protagonist of the play, Richard Hannay was always going to be a challenge as 
his character participated in almost every scene. Both Elijah Stewart (yr 12) and Ben Davis 
(yr 11) did the job brilliantly, interpreting the all-action hero with a stiff upper lip in a 
confident and convincing manner.  
 
Daisy Robinson (yr 12) played Hannay’s main love interest, Pamela, in the appropriately 
bold and sceptical manner demanded by the role. Daisy was well supported by Gbayike 
Adekola (yr 12) playing Annabella Schmidt, as the exotic secret agent, giving a sassy 
performance.  
 
The opening of the play saw Kieran Ladbury and Oscar Darvell-Green (both yr 12) entertain 
at the London Palladium in the roles of Compere and Mr Memory. This formidable duo had 
audiences laughing and engaged right from the start. Kieran also played Crofter, the 
aggressive, English hating Highland farmer whose comedic ‘coos’ stole the show.  
 
Crofter’s kind and clearly long-suffering wife, Margaret was eloquently played with star 
quality by Emily Patrick (yr 12). While Hannay is on the run in Scotland he encounters a 
wide range of interesting characters. Dunwoody and Mr McQuarrie played by Ryan 



Drummey (yr 11) and Max Dimitrov (yr 12) had some audience members in tears of 
laughter with their characterisations of over exaggerated and stereotypical aged committee 
members.  
 
Dominic Massey (yr 13) and Freddie Mitchell O’Reilly (yr 11) played Mr and Mrs McCarricle, 
the owners of a Scottish hotel with expert accents, timing and convincing characterisation.  
 
The main villain of the play, Professor Jordan was compellingly played by Finn McCarney (yr 
12) whose shift from received pronunciation to a German accent was exquisite!  A slapstick 
comedy would not be complete without a range of stereotypical foiled policemen and 
detectives.  
 
George Pattenden and Elliott King  (both yr 11) did not disappoint as the dumb Heavies - a 
physically comedic duo. Noah McCallig (yr 12) & Dominic Massey comically played 
policemen who were cunningly foiled by Hannay in the iconic train scene over the Forth 
Bridge. Freddie Taylor (yr 11) as the Sheriff and Daniel Richardson (yr 10) as Inspector 
Albright conclusively rounded up the action for what was to be in the end, a happy ever 
after. 
  
The whole ensemble successfully adopted the physical theatre style and slapstick timing 
perfectly so the audience were taken on a fast paced, action packed journey in the 1930s. 
Backstage saw a crew of sixth form students who seamlessly designed and operated the 
lighting and sound. Huge thanks to Shelagh Maughan for arranging and making such period 
specific costumes and scenery, helping to bring the play to life. Three cheers also to the 
wonderful band who were valiantly led once more by Mrs Laker. It seems that a side 
splitting comedy thriller is just what we all needed. Until next year….  
 
 



Y12 Geography Residential field trip to Norfolk 
Tom Skipper – Head of Geography Department 

 

After three years absent of Geography trips, we were all excited to be heading on our first 

residential field trip with the Year 12 Geographers to support their course work and studies 

of coastal landscapes. With two fully loaded minibuses, we headed to some new locations 

to us in North Norfolk. Our first stop on the way to the centre was Happisburgh; an area 

that has been in the news regularly for its high levels of erosion. Here an unpopular ‘do 

nothing’ approach by authorities has left the locals angry as they are losing several meters 

of the coastline each year, including many properties. On the beach the students could find 

evidence of the buildings that once stood there and see remains of pipes still in the cliff that 

once served the houses long since gone.  

In the evening students worked hard to ensure they had a sound understanding of the 

enquiry process of a geographical investigation. They had to formulate key questions and 

hypothesis to test tomorrow in an area that was still very new to them. 

The next day was full of visits to various sites along the North Norfolk coast from the cliffs 

of Cromer and the pretty town of Sheringham, to the shingle beaches of Salthouse and 

Weybourne. At these site students undertook are variety of techniques to measure the 

beach and various processes. Apples and oranges were borrowed from pack lunches and 

The shingle beach at Salthouse 



dropped in sea to measure rates of longshore drift, which has been a key challenge to 

coastal management in this area. Ranging poles and clinometers were used to take beach 

profiles and students were then able to try and gauge how these beaches were being 

shaped by both natural processes and human management.  

That evening students were again busy with a classroom session presenting their data using 

GIS software. After this, the students then got some well-earned ‘play time’ and we had an 

evening activity of either on the climbing wall or an activity called Jacob’s ladder planned. 

This proved a hit and the students all worked together and encouraged each other in these 

high altitude activities. Mr Clay and I were also sure to try them too and hopefully did our 

best not embarrass ourselves too much! 

 

 

 

 

 

Jacob’s Ladder and the 

Climbing Wall 

 

The final morning was a busy one at the local Overstrand beach. This was a fantastic 

location as they had employed in the past nearly every hard engineering coastal defence 

technique that we have every taught and the evidence of which was still on the coast. This 

made for an interesting comparison to a newer more sustainable cliff re-profiling scheme at 

the same site, piloted by the University of East Anglia, that in the two decades it had been 

there it has only retreated by one millimetre! 

With bags loaded onto the roof, we had just time before we left centre to swap activity 

groups and have a go at the alternative activity, before heading back to School with some 

very tired students…and staff! 

 

 



   ‘Why do I do this Job’ Moment of the Week 
Kelly Williamson – Head of Year 9 

 

In my Year 12 Biology class we have introduced cake Thursday. Each 

week we spin the wheel to see who will make the next week's cake - 

it must have a Biology theme. Toby Wilinson made a fabulous brain 

cake - tasty too. 

 
Cock House Cup 2021/22 
Mr Camm – Assistant Headteacher 

 

This year the House system at Richard Hale as bounced back bigger and better than ever 

before, following the ‘covid years’ and the inevitable disruption to many events. The House 

system is a fundamental part of our school’s tradition and values and is like the glue that 

binds us all together as well as being a vehicle for students to develop and learn new skills. 

Participation in House events has been phenomenal with almost 100% of students taking 

part in at least one event, and over 50% taking part in 3 or more events. Form, House and 

sports reps have done a brilliant job of planning, tracking and, in some cases enforcing (!) 

their peers to step up and represent their House.  

A key focus this year has been building individual identity within each House to help 

develop their sense of belonging to their extended family within school. I am pleased to 

report that House Masters have taken up this challenge and as well as many snappy slogans 

have taken every opportunity to help build a strong ethos, founded in healthy competition. 

We have broadened the range House events on 

offer this year and with more or less one event 

taking place every week there has plenty to keep 

the students engaged outside of the classroom. 

New additions have included House 

photography, 

debating, and 

quiz, alongside 

an expanded 

Year 10 – Callum Hutchinson 

1st place winner for House Photography 



range of sports and the traditional House drama, music, and chess. Another new addition is 

the inclusion of achievement points, enabling every student to contribute every day to their 

House’s success. Achievement points are tallied up every 3 weeks and turned into house 

points for the highest 3 forms in each year group. We are already looking at expanding the 

range of events further next year with more cross-year group events, individual events, and 

opportunities for the 6th form to be more involved. 

It has been a closely fought competition this year with overall positions changing frequently 

as the points from competitions 

came in. Recently Croft were in 1st 

place for just over 24 hours, much 

to Mr Hinckley’s delight! In the 

end it was a well-deserved win for 

Hale House and last Friday they 

were presented with the Cock 

House Cup at the Junior Colours 

assembly. Congratulations to Mr 

Smith, Head of Hale, the House 

captains, reps, and all students 

who contributed to their success. 

Most importantly though well 

done and thank you to all students 

at the school, whatever their 

House, who have made this year 

such a memorable and exciting 

competition.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 



‘Why do I do this Job’ Moment of the Week 
Huseyin Veli – Head of Computer Science Department 

 
This is usually a straightforward answer from a teacher when asked this question. “We do it 

for the children”, of course we do. However, recently in my career, it has transcended this 

altruistic view into something more. That is to make a better version of myself and to 

provide our students with the opportunities I wished for at their age! In doing so, a sense of 

fulfilment and accomplishment can be felt when a student you have taught achieves the 

very thing you dreamed of at their age. 

In pursuit of this goal, we entered our students into the National Raspberry Pi competition. 

They were given a theme (help make the planet more green) and had 10 weeks to produce 

a project that could be marketed today. The students produced a product that would scan 

the barcode of an item, calculate the total miles it has travelled to the UK and suggest a 

more locally sourced product. The judges were impressed with the product with some even 

offering sums of money to purchase their innovative creation. This opportunity also 

provided the students with an opportunity to meet industry experts from Rolls Royce, the 

MOD, Navy, Microsoft, Facebook and the NHS. All have been added on LinkedIn by the 

experts to offer them opportunities in the future and to see how their product develops. 

Having beaten this competition from over 300 schools and holding their composure in front 

of a live audience with over 100,000 watching at home earns them the right to feel proud. 

They felt real industry pressure as over 20 judges asked questions and probed their 

understanding. These students are a product of our curriculum and the high standards we 

hold them to. It’s a proud achievement for the whole school; the collective effort of the 

many has elevated the exceptional lucky few on this occasion. 

Finally, working with a department of experienced teachers has helped to achieve the 

recent success we currently enjoy. A huge thank you to Mr Sneddon, who has helped lay 

the foundations of Computer Science in the 

lower years and to Mr Brown for organising and 

jointly running the after school sessions for the 

competition. He has been a huge inspiration for 

the boys and helped to guide them towards their 

victory. Mr Sneddon and Mr Brown have both 

enriched the department beyond measure and 

the future continues to look bright.  
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Introduction 

Climate change is a threat to all of our lives, impacting the weather, causing sea 

levels to rise, flooding some areas near the coast, and changing humans’ and 

animals’ lives. For instance the 2020 Australian bushfires, where millions of 

people were affected and 10 million hectares were burned. Another key example 

is the East Africa drought where millions of people had little to no water, 

therefore causing dehydration and were unable to grow crops or care for 

livestock. 

 

However, despite the current devastating impacts of climate change and the 

effects that will continue more significantly in the future, there is still hope for 

humanity and the planet. Through technological advancements and raising 

awareness of the threat, more pioneers and engineers are rising to the challenge 

of climate change and designing innovative technology that is slowing climate 

change. For example, PolyGlu is a water filtering powder. It is made from 

fermented soybeans and can purify contaminated water by causing the dirt to 

sink to the bottom. Just one gram of the powder can treat 5 litres of water, 

which can be used to purify water in the event of a natural disaster, made more 

frequent by climate change. Another fascinating example of preventing climate 

change through sustainable design is biodegradable packaging. The packaging is 

completely biodegradable as well as being waterproof. It is made from seaweed 

and plants and uses algae packing as a substitute for cardboard boxes. We have 

incorporated many sustainable designs in our island such as a good building 

material, an environmentally friendly way to travel and many more. 

 

For our island, we have chosen a warm tropical climate which has many benefits 

for our island and local sea life. With a higher temperature fish can digest food 

more easily so they have more energy. However if the temperature is too high, 



there is less dissolved oxygen in the water so it is harder for the fish to respire. 

There are also economic benefits of having a tropical climate as the students will 

spend recreational time on the beach where food can be purchased, the profits 

from which will go towards funding the school. There are also social effects, like 

people socialising and having fun on the beach which boosts mood and mental 

health. With a tropical environment also comes lots of sun, which can be 

harnessed with solar panels, and the latest generation is to be installed in the 

school. We have made a drawing of our island, and also models of parts of the 

island. This can be seen below: 

 

From the start of the design process for our island, we each assigned each other 

roles. Each role covered a different area, which was the most efficient way to 

cover each sector and create the best and most thought out island. We would all 

pitch in our own ideas about a sector, so we were not solely focused on our area 

but also helped each other with their sectors. The roles and sectors are below: 

 

Jonah Scott - Project Manager and 

Energy  

Eoin Conway-Baker - Researched 

Farms 

James Price - Researched 

Transport   

Jack Gleed - Researched Waste 

Management 

Leo Homer - Researched Education     

Sam Cole - Researched Building Design 
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Proposal 

Energy 

 

We will have large offshore turbines located around the island, with longer blades 

to generate more energy. This will allow the turbines to access faster winds at a 

higher altitude, and sweep large areas. The turbine will have many sensors to 

monitor things such as bearing and generator coil temperatures. Our turbines will 

be made out of mainly steel for the main body, due to it being recyclable, and the 

blades will be made out of E glass because it provides high strength as well as a 

relatively low cost. However, it is still more expensive than standard glass fibres 

but it is used in aerospace applications showing its strength and durability. 

Despite wind turbines being a good source of renewable energy, they are limited 

by the strength of the wind. This is why we have also incorporated several other 

green sources of energy. Below are some pictures of a model of a wind turbine 

that Jonah Scott created. It has a rotating head as well as spinning blades.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will also use geothermal energy from a volcano stationed at the centre of the 

island. Hawaii also uses geothermal energy and we took inspiration from that. This 

process works by large reservoirs of water being heated by very hot rock. The 

water boils and changes state into a gas, and this steam drives the turbines 

around. This activates a generator that produces electricity. Geothermal energy 

is more environmentally friendly than other fuel sources such as coal and fossil 

fuels. It is also extremely reliable allowing us to ensure we always have 

electricity. However, it is not completely environmentally friendly because during 

the digging to make the plant trapped gases are released into the atmosphere. A 

plant is also very expensive ranging from £70 million to £150 million. The picture 

in the top right corner shows a model of the shield volcano and a geothermal 



power plant made by James Price. The diagram above shows how a geothermal 

plant functions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will have solar panels on top of the school roof, to gain energy from the sun. 

Many of the objects inside will be coated with solar cells thanks to 

groundbreaking inventions by a company called Exeger. They can harvest all types 

of light not just from the sun, thanks to the nano inks that they have developed. 

The solar cells used are also an astounding 1.3mm thick. This allows you to recycle 

energy in the form of light that is already being used to light a room, to power 

the room again. Due to the extra efficiency, there is no longer a need for the 

silver strips on solar panels. This means solar cells can be printed in custom 



designs for almost anything ranging from a bookcase top to a pair of headphones. 

They are also laminated at the end, allowing you to add any textures or colour 

you want. The above shows a solar strip on top of a pair of headphones. 

 

Pavegen is an exciting new way to create 

energy that is renewable and interactive. 

These are electromagnetic pressure plates 

that when stepped on will produce energy. 

These tiles will be positioned in busy 

corridors of the school, so we maximise the 

amount of energy the school gets when the 

children step on them.  

 

As well as this, our island will take advantage of hydroelectric power. Due to our 

island having a river flowing through it, we will use hydroelectric power 

generators to make more clean energy through the water. The diagram above 

shows how it works. The flowing water spins a turbine which turns a generator 

creating electricity. Due to our island's hilly landscape, the water will be 

funnelled into the main river where power is generated. 

 

The graph below shows the steady increase in capacity of renewable energy, 

showing that there is the capacity to use renewable energy to power our school. 

It also shows Hydropower, Solar and Wind are all becoming more popular with 

time. 

 



 

 

Building 

Design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our school is an octagonal shape for the building 

with separate buildings surrounding it.  We chose 

an octagonal shape because it encloses space 

more efficiently than a rectangular house, 

minimising the external surface area and saving 

material. Despite a circle being the most 

efficient shape, it is hard to build and awkward 

to furnish. An octagon will also allow twice as 

much light to enter as a rectangular house, it is 

easier to put windows on and has larger angles 

reducing the damage the wind makes on the building. The large octagonal building 

will be the main school building, with small buildings connected to it which are 

dormitories and are also octagonal. On the previous page is a wooden model that 

Sam Cole made, showing the octagonal design of our buildings. 



 

We have chosen cross laminated timber 

to build our buildings out of. We chose 

wood because as trees grow, they suck 

carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere in 

order to perform a fundamental 

chemical reaction called photosynthesis. 

A byproduct of this reaction is oxygen, which we need to breathe. If we create 

buildings out of it we will be storing that carbon dioxide. Cross laminated timber 

(CLT) is made from planks of pine laid crossways and then glued together. You 

can use this to make large slabs of CLT. CLT panels give the same strength as 

concrete and can accommodate fire resistance and unlike steel structures, 

remain structurally stable when exposed to high temperatures. However, this 

material is more expensive than steel or concrete but environmentally it is worth 

it. The picture shows CLT and the planks within it laid crossways.  

 

Farms 

Our school will have a wide variety of farms, ranging from crops to animals. 

Firstly, we will have a chicken farm. A chicken farm will provide us with a source 

of eggs to eat along with feathers,  which will be used for bed quilts, mattresses, 

pillows and cushions. We will also get food from the chickens, although our 

students will mostly have a vegetarian diet to try and help the planet. Vegetarian 

diets also help with heart and asthma issues, preventing diabetes and reducing 

cancer risk. According to Oxford researchers, having a plant based diet can 

reduce carbon footprint by a massive 73%! We will not have any cow farms on our 

island, due to the methane they produce. Methane (CH4), is a harmful gas 

produced from human activities such as fossil fuel operations or agriculture. 

Cows, fracking and burning wood all produce large amounts of methane. 

Greenhouse gases, such as methane, trap heat from the sun in Earth's 



atmosphere instead of leaking it back into space. This contributes towards 

climate change. It is our mission as a team to try and use one hundred percent 

renewable energy and not have greenhouse gas emissions. Our chicken farms will 

be free range and will be positive towards animal welfare. This is important 

because we believe happy chickens make happy food.      Secondly, our seaweed 

farm. Seaweed is one of the most useful plants on our island because it has so 

many uses. It can be used for fertilisers, food for animals, food for our students, 

cosmetics (seaweed is rich in vitamin B and can help reduce acne inflammation 

and can help keep skin conditions under control) , medicine and many more. 

Seaweed is also an organic preservative and kills off fungi and other 

microorganisms that could spoil products. Our seaweed farm design is very clean 

and adds habitats for sea life and does not damage the environment. 

 

As for medicinal use, 

seaweed has properties 

that can transform 

phlegm, dissipate 

nodules and promote 

urination and reduce 

edema. These uses can 

be helpful for our 

health and safety unit. 

 

Thirdly, our crop farms. 

Our crops will be 

beetroot, wheat, 

potatoes, carrots, 

lavender, bamboo, basil, herbs and vegetables and fruit. We will use our edible 

crops for feeding students and animals. Lavender can be used in just about 



everything from food flavouring to medicine to fragrances. Bamboo can be used 

for scaffolding, food and a substitute to wood. Bamboo produces more oxygen 

than trees and farming bamboo is easy as it grows rapidly and it rarely needs 

replanting. Our herbs will be used as food for students and staff. All of these 

farms can be easily grown due to our climate on the island and due to their small 

size, can easily be created in our farming district. Our soil will be full of nutrients 

and will be fertile because of our volcano. Volcanic soil is fertile because the 

volcano's ash can act as a natural fertiliser. The soil is enriched with nutrients 

such as magnesium, potassium and calcium.   

 

Waste Management 

The easiest way ultimately to manage waste is to not produce it in the first place. 

That is the first step in our waste management plan: reduce. We will provide all 

students upon entry to our school with a metal bottle, which they will use instead 

of any plastic bottles, stopping the use of plastic. All of our food we sell at the 

canteen is also not wrapped in plastic, further stopping the use of plastic. Where 

a wrapping has to be used, we will use paper, and instead of plastic straws, which 

make up 1% of the trash in the ocean, we will use paper straws. The second step 

we have in place is recycling. Any plastic bags we do use we will fully recycle, 

saving on any plastic we have to use. A main part of recycling is student 

engagement and commitment to recycling. Unfortunately, this can be a problem. 

A study showed that only 50% of the waste of students ended up in the correct 

bin, and even with a sorting contest the accuracy only improved by 58%. This is 

where the smart invention called trashcam comes in. Using photo classification, 

the machine takes a picture of the rubbish placed underneath the camera, and 

tells the user which bin they should place the rubbish in. The study found that 



this improved accuracy by more than 90%, 

ensuring that we and the students can recycle 

even more efficiently. 

 

 

 

 

Of course plastic is not the only waste we will have. We will also have food waste, 

which we plan to turn into compost. This will provide nutrient rich soil, to help 

some of our many crops to grow. These crops feed our students and then the 

small amount of food waste is turned into compost and helps our next crop to 

grow; a fully complete cycle. We will also have human waste on our island. Part of 

our human waste will be used as fertiliser for our crops and the other part will 

be used as hydrogen fuel for our energy observer boat. The water is distilled 

from the waste and the remainder is left in tanks for microbial action to take 

place, forming methane and carbon dioxide. These are kept stored, and through 

a tri-generation process, hydrogen amongst other things is produced. 

 

Transport 

We have different types of transport around school like an electric buggy for 

the teachers and segways. The segways are used by the students for extra 

curricular activities as well as a mode of long distance transport. We encourage 

the students to walk as much as they can, due to exercise's various physical and 



mental health benefits. We allow the students to bike around as well which they 

use as a method of transportation for 

school trips around the island. 

 

The centre of our transportation, and 

what is used to travel to and from the 

island, is our Energy Observer boats. 

These use solar panels on the deck of 

the boat and vertical axis wind turbines which are used to charge a battery. 

Seawater is also used to create hydrogen, which is used to power the boat as well 

as meet other electrical demands onboard the ship. However, this boat does 

unfortunately come at a price: one boat costs approximately £3.7 million, but it 

is hoped the price will decrease as the technology becomes cheaper and the boat 

can be made on a larger scale. A diagram of this boat can be seen on the previous 

page. 

 

Island Selection 

Our school is based on an island with a volcano. We have done this because of the 

many benefits. One advantage of living on an island with a volcano is the marketing 

point of view. Who doesn't want to go to a school with a volcano? I wish Richard 

Hale had a volcano! Our island will be located just west of Spain and east of 

America, shown on the map to the right: 

As you can see the island is located on a 

tectonic plate boundary. This is to make the 

island as realistic as possible. Volcanoes 

occur at plate boundaries, and as you can see 

on page 5 we harness the energy from that 

volcano. 



Another reason our island is located west of Spain and east of America is to 

take advantage of the warmer climate and strong oceanic winds. The warmth of 

the tropical climate considerably reduces the usage of energy in our school 

because we have no need to heat the building. On the next page are some 

climate graphs of Lisbon, Portugal and Orlando, Florida. 

 

 

 

 

After comparing these 2 sets of data, we can try to envisage the climate of our 

island. After comparing the two graphs, we can make a climate graph that can 

predict the weather of the area our island is located in: 

 

According to the climate graph, 

there will be a fairly steady 

temperature with a mean of 

17.3 degrees Celsius and a total 

rainfall of 913mm. The large 

amount of rainfall in October 

to March can provide 

hydroelectric power for our island (see page 6). The tropical climate of our island 

is perfect for growing our food. The warm, moist air and the volcano on the island 

creates a fertile soil with the perfect conditions for vegetables to grow. The 

volcano provides fertile soil (see page 10), geothermal energy (see page 5) and a 

great marketing point for our island, so it is a crucial centrepiece for our island. 

Along with the forest setting, our island has a wide range of physical learning 

opportunities. An example of one of these could be observing the hydropower 

station and learning by sight and not just reading a textbook. This can help 



students who struggle to learn in a classroom environment. The forest and field 

setting offers a wide range of sports for students to take part in. It also offers 

opportunities including learning about photosynthesis and biological features of 

plants and animals, as well as seeing animals in their habitats. 

 

Development 

Throughout this project it was crucial to have roles and responsibilities to 

maximise productivity; this is because having people researching different things 

instead of the same things is not only more productive but we are using 

communication skills to inform each other about what we have researched. Every 

week we had research to do on a factor of our island: transport, waste 

management, building design, farms, island selection, energy or education. The 

roles we had and therefore what we researched are below: 

 

Jonah has been a project manager and researched energy: he has 

been good at bringing ideas together and checking everyone is 

confident about their specific research task. He also compiled the 

report. 

 

Sam has been the building designer; this means he has to think about 

the structure and what materials he is using trying to keep it eco-

friendly. He also researched island selection. 

 

 

James has been researching transport, to and from the island and 

how we would get around on the island.  



 

Eoin has been researching farms. He wrote about our animal farms, 

crop farms and seaweed farms.  

 

 

Leo has been studying education, like how many teachers there are 

per amount of students. With this kind of information we can imagine 

a more accurate and detailed island. He also built a model of the 

teachers’ buggy. 

 

 

Finally Jack, he reviewed the waste management, due to this being 

on an island it made it a lot more difficult.  

 

At the end of each week we would review and read each other's points and make 

a decision on how we could incorporate it into the island. Roles would be decided 

depending on who might know prior information to the idea or who found it 

interesting. The further the project progressed, the more detail was needed for 

each week meaning more time was needed; all of the group managed well with 

this. Hard work, planning and determination was shown throughout the project; 

an example is the Gannt chart we made to help efficiently organise our time: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This project has developed a wide variety of skills including communication skills 

which are very important not only in school but also later in life. In a work 

environment you have to be able to work well with your peers to in turn complete 

your project. We have also learned to work by ourselves when researching 

information which is also very important. I believe that taking part in this project 

has been very beneficial for lots of reasons. 

 

Conclusion 

We believe our ideas are the best for the school as they are sustainable and 

clever. These range from sustainable packaging using kelp and seaweed, they also 

have medical purposes so are one of the best plants. We catch fish sustainably 

by making sure the species is plentiful and crustaceans are checked to make sure 

they are not too big or too small. Our boats are Energy Observers which use solar 

panels to acquire energy and seawater to create Hydrogen power. These boats 

are expensive ranging at $3.7 million but we believe that being sustainable and 

not damaging environments is more important than money.  

 



The volcano on our island was a team decision where everyone had their say but 

in the end we concluded that we would have a volcano. Everyone also saw the 

benefits it could hold from obtaining geothermal energy to using for marketing 

and a great place to go on trips. Our farms were carefully chosen making sure we 

didn't use red meat and especially cows. We are mainly trying to offer a 

vegetarian side of life to the students but as an option we installed a small 

chicken farm. These animals have many uses as they can provide us with eggs, 

meat and feathers. We have also taken the time to make sure the animals have 

good conditions so they can roam around and be as they like. Our building design 

is an Octagon as we believe it maximises space. Although it's not as efficient as 

a possible circle, it allows us to easily add windows which can both heat and 

ventilate the school so we don't use too much power. We also made the school 

out of cross laminated wood, which means it doesn’t catch fire, is sturdy and is a 

brilliant insulator so we don't have to use as much energy on heat as well.  

 

We think we could have used our mentor meetings a little bit more effectively 

but along the way they still provided some brilliant ideas and ways to execute our 

ideas. We couldn't have done any of this without them so we thank them greatly. 

Many of us thought we should have communicated better but this is a skill we will 

develop for the future. We could also have completed our logbook more regularly, 

as if we had we could have recorded every idea we had. 

 

Appendix 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above are some pictures of a prototype electric buggy that Leo Homer made 

and to the left is the initial research we conducted. 
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https://www.usgs.gov/special-topics/water-science-school/science/hydroelectric-power-how-it-works
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topics/water-science-school/science/hydroelectric-power-how-it-works
https://grist.org/climate-energy/renewable-energy-is-getting-cheaper-and-cheaper-in-6-charts/
https://grist.org/climate-energy/renewable-energy-is-getting-cheaper-and-cheaper-in-6-charts/


100 CLUB WINNERS – SUMMER TERM 2021 

Spring Term 2022 

1st Prize – Mrs A Bellingham 

2nd Prize – Mr G Cole 

3rd Prize – Mrs E Goodey 

Summer Term 2022 

1st Prize – Mr G Webb 

2nd Prize – L Kuehn 

3rd prize – Mr & Mrs Cordani 

 

For any queries please contact Aissa Blanche, Finance 
 

 


